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Introduction 
 
 
Only Four Types of Textual Variation Are Possible 
 Assume that the original reading of a passage were:  Jesus Christ 
 
 Order Variation:   
  Transposition:     Christ Jesus 
  
 
 
 Content Variation:   
  Addition:     Lord Christ Jesus 
  Omission:     _____ Jesus 
  Substitution:     Yeshua Messiah 
   (Note that substitution involves both addition and omission. It omits something 
   and adds something else in substitution). 
 
 
 

There Are about 300,000 variants in the New Testament 

 The most common is the variable nu (Greek letter n). It resembles our movable n (as in a, an). It 

 would be akin to "a history" versus "an history." 
 
 
 
 It is common to see such variations as: 
  dōdeka   ("twelve") 
  dekadua ("twelve") 
  IB   ("twelve": the letter iota stands for 10, beta stands for 2) 
 
 
 
 There was no such thing as standardized spelling prior to the printing press, because dictionaries 
 were not produced and because spelling was not regarded as a big issue before printing. Thus, 
 many scribes spelled David as DABID, while many others spelled it as DAUID. The pronunciation 
 is identical and the meaning is identical. 
 
 
 
 Of the 300,000 variants, only about 30,000 would change any wording in our translations. 
 
 
 
 



≈30,000 Variants that Affect Translation 
 Of these, approximately 3,000 affect the meaning of the passage. However, very few of 
 these affect doctrine. That is because hardly any doctrine depends on a single variant to 
 establish/deny it. 
  For example, we raised the issue of whether Matthew 24:36 includes the words  
  neither the Son.  Whether or not it does, its parallel (Mark 13:32) does include  
  those words. 
 
 
  In other words, although some variants affect the exposition of a passage, very  
  few affect our theology. 
 
 
Discussion of Those Variants that Would Affect Our Theology 
 People often wonder about heresy coming in through acceptance of the wrong textual 
 variants. However, many letters dating from about A.D. 200ff warn churches against 
 uncritically accepting the readings of itinerant preachers. They say, if he says something 
 strange, check it out against your better manuscripts, that would be in a nearby 
 scriptorium (manuscript copying center). 
 
 
 
So, What Is the Fuss? 
 The big issue is whether to include such passages as Mark 16:9-20; John 7:53–8:11. If 
 one likes certain manuscripts, he will omit those passages. If he likes certain others, he 
 will include them. 
 
 
 
A Practical Resolution 
 Text critics need to be consistent as to which manuscripts are their core. Unfortunately, 
 in the Reasoned Ecclectic method (the prevailing post-Hort method) switches back-and-
 forth. Let us say (for instance) that a text critic says that Sinaiticus (01), Vaticanus (02), 
 and î75 are his favorite mss. 
  In reading 1, the evidence is 01 and 02 vs î75. He chooses î75. 
  In reading 2, the evidence is 01 and î75 vs 02.  He chooses 02. 
  In reading 3, the evidence is 02 and î75 vs 01.  He chooses 01. 
   He rejects î75 twice (reading 2 and reading 3). 
   He rejects 01 twice (reading 1 and reading 2). 
   He rejects 02 twice (reading 1and reading 3). 
        Question: Has he not made himself (not the mss) THE AUTHORITY? 
  


